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Coupled plasmon-phonon mode effects on the Coulomb drag in double-quantum-well systems

K. Güven and B. Tanatar
Department of Physics, Bilkent University, Bilkent, 06533 Ankara, Turkey

~Received 31 March 1997!

We study the Coulomb drag rate for electrons in a double-quantum-well structure taking into account the
electron-optical phonon interactions. The full wave vector and frequency dependent random-phase approxima-
tion ~RPA! at finite temperature is employed to describe the effective interlayer Coulomb interaction. The
electron-electron and electron-optical phonon couplings are treated on an equal footing. The electron-phonon
mediated interaction contribution is investigated for different layer separations and layer densities. We find that
the drag rate at high temperatures~i.e., T>0.2EF) is dominated by the coupled plasmon-phonon modes of the
system. The peak position of the drag rate is shifted to the low temperatures with a slight increase in magni-
tude, compared to the uncoupled system results in RPA. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with the
recent measurements. Including the local-field effects in an approximate way we also estimate the contribution
of intralayer correlations.@S0163-1829~97!05536-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the semiconductor processing tech
ogy made it possible to manufacture high-quality quant
structures to study various physical effects. In particula
double-quantum-well system composed of two parallel, s
tially separated two-dimensional~2D! electron~or electron-
hole! gases is well suited to investigate the effects of C
lomb interaction between the carriers in different layers
the separation distance between the coupled quantum w
is large enough so that the tunneling is insignificant, intere
ing phenomena stemming from the interlayer correlatio
arise. When the quantum wells in a double-layer structure
separately contacted the so-called Coulomb drag effec
observed.

The momentum and energy transfer processes betw
spatially separated electron~and electron-hole! gases were
anticipated to influence the transport properties of individ
systems because of the Coulomb coupling.1 In particular, the
Coulomb drag effect, where a current in one layer drive
current in the other one due to the momentum loss cause
interlayer electron-electron interactions, has been obse
in various experiments.2–5 In these experiments, 2D electro
or hole layers are isolated from each other and the tran
sistivity in a double-layer system is measured. Theoret
efforts were devoted to the understanding of the obser
drag rates and to formulating the framework to underst
the many-body aspects of the drag phenomenon.6–10 Among
the theoretical approaches, there are those based on the B
mann transport equation, diagrammatic linear response
malism, and memory function technique.11,12 The Coulomb
drag effect for quantum wire structures has also attrac
some attention,13 although no experimental results for the
systems have been reported. Recent measurements14–16 with
an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the coupled l
ers, offer interesting possibilities in the study of Coulom
drag within the quantum Hall effect regime.17–19

The temperature dependence of the observed2,3 drag rate
~viz., tD;T2) supports the identification of Coulomb inte
actions as the drag mechanism. However, noticeable de
560163-1829/97/56~12!/7535~6!/$10.00
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tions from theT2 behavior in the drag rate led Gramilaet al.3

to suggest that exchange of virtual phonons could be a p
sible mechanism, since the low-temperature acoustic pho
mean free paths in the used samples were much larger
the layer spacing. Tso and co-workers8 have used the mo
mentum balance equations technique to study the effect
virtual phonon exchange on the Coulomb drag, and fou
that it shows a peak at low temperatures and depends we
on the separationd. They obtained good agreement with e
periment when a fitting parameter is used. Zhang a
Takahashi20 in their calculation of the dynamic conductivit
for a double-layer system obtained a stronger separation
tance dependence. In these studies, concerned mostly
the low-temperature behavior, the coupling of electrons
the acoustic phonons is considered.

In this paper, we study the enhancement of the Coulo
drag rate due to the coupled plasmon-LO-phonon mode
double-quantum-well systems at zero magnetic field. Si
the 2D semiconductor structures widely used in the drag
periments are of polar character~i.e., GaAs!, the electron-
phonon interaction influences most physical properties.
treat the electron-electron and electron-phonon interact
on an equal footing within the random-phase approximat
~RPA!. Our chief motivation for studying the couple
plasmon-phonon effects in double-quantum-well syste
comes from the recent prediction of plasmon enhanced C
lomb drag rate by Flensberg and Hu.9 In contrast to the avail-
able experiments2–5 performed at low temperatures, the
found that the measured momentum transfer rate should
hibit a strong peak at temperatures aroundT;0.5EF due to
the collective modes of the electronic system. This co
provide a new possibility to probe the coupled plasm
modes in double-layer systems. The electron-acoustic p
non interactions play a crucial role in the low-temperatu
regime. In the high-temperature experiments, just starting
appear,21 the electron-optical phonon interactions are like
to be important since they will contribute to the observ
drag rate by renormalizing the bare electron-electron inte
tion. As these many-body effects cannot be disentangle
7535 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The diagrammatic representation of the effective interactionW(q,v) ~denoted by wiggly lines!, within the RPA. The dashed an
dotted lines stand for the bare Coulomb and unscreened electron-phonon interactions, respectively, whereas the solid lines
noninteracting electron propagator defining the polarization~bubble! diagram.
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becomes very important to study the role of coup
plasmon-phonon modes for a better understanding of exp
mental results. We find that the presence of electron-opt
phonon coupling modifies the plasmon dispersions, which
turn alters the drag rate than that predicted by the uncou
RPA results.

In the following, we calculate the temperature depende
of the drag rate between two parallel layers of electrons.
calculation is mainly based on the random-phase approxi
tion ~RPA! which strictly speaking applies only for high
density systems. We first demonstrate the contribution of
coupled plasmon-phonon modes to the drag rate
T>0.2EF . The effects of the coupled electron-phonon s
tem on the layer separation and electronic density dep
dence of the drag rate are studied. Next, we investigate
influence of the approximate local-field corrections whi
describe the exchange and correlation effects neglecte
the RPA. We find that for realistic systems at the experim
tally attainable densities with the present technology s
corrections may be quite important.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec
we introduce the formalism by which we calculate the effe
tive interlayer interaction between electrons in a doub
quantum-well system. Our results for the drag rate due
coupled plasmon-phonon modes are given in Sec. III.
discuss the influence of layer separation, electron den
and many-body correlations on the temperature depend
of the Coulomb drag rate. We conclude with a brief su
mary.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

We consider two infinite layers of 2D electron gases se
rated by a distanced. It is assumed that the separation d
tance is large enough to prevent interlayer tunneling, and
possibility of interlayer pairing is neglected. The bare Co
lomb interaction between the electrons is given
Vi j (q)5(2pe2/e`q)e2qd(12d i j )Fi j (q), whereFi j (q) are the
form factors describing the finite width effects7–9 of the
square wells. They tend to unity for zero-thickness doub
layer system. Note also that we include the high-freque
dielectric constante` , in the Coulomb interaction, as op
posed to the usuale0 approximation~static dielectric con-
stant!. The areal electron densityN in each layer is related to
the Fermi wave vector byN5kF

2/2p. We also define the
dimensionless electron gas parameterr s5A2/(kFaB* ), in
which aB* 5e0 /(e2m* ) is the effective Bohr radius in the
semiconducting layer with background dielectric constante0
and electron effective massm* . Its numerical value for
GaAs isaB* '100 Å. We further assume that only the lowe
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subband in each layer is occupied, a situation realized in
available experiments.2–5

The Coulomb drag ratetD
21 between the electrons in

equal density, double-layer system~to lowest order in the
interlayer interaction! has been derived within various theo
retical approaches,6–9,12 to read

tD
215

1

8p2m* NTE0

`

dq q3E
0

`

dvUW12~q,v!Imx~q,v!

sinh~v/2T!
U2

,

~1!

~we take\ and kB equal to unity!. It gives the rate of mo-
mentum transferred from one quantum well to the oth
x(q,v) is density-density response function for electrons
a single layer, and is temperature dependent. In this work
takeW12(q,v) to be the dynamically screened effective i
teraction between electrons in quantum wells 1 and 2, wh
includes interlayer electron-electron and electron phonon
teractions on an equal footing. Thus, the total~effective!
electron-electron interaction may be regarded as the sum
Coulomb term and a contribution arising from the exchan
of a virtual LO phonon. Within the RPA, the effective inte
action is depicted diagrammatically in Fig. 1. It is obtain
by summing the bare Coulomb interaction and phon
mediated electron-electron interaction to all orders keep
the ‘‘bubble’’ diagrams. The use of such a restricted set
diagrams~RPA! is justified for high-density~small r s) elec-
tron systems. Furthermore, the weak Fro¨hlich coupling be-
tween the electrons and phonons is well approximated
this perturbative approach. The coupled set of Dyson’s eq
tions, generalized20,22–24 for a double-layer electron system
interacting with bulk, dispersionless LO-phonons of ener
vLO , yield for the interlayer effective electron-electron in
teraction

W12~q,v!5
V12~q!1c12~q,v!

«TOT~q,v!
, ~2!

in which

c12~q,v!5V12~q!@12e` /e0#
vLO

2

v22vLO
2 1 igv

is the LO-phonon mediated interlayer electron-electron in
action which depends on wave vector and frequency. H
we have also included a phenomenological lifetime
phonons, i.e.,g21. The total screening function for th
coupled electron-LO-phonon system is given as

«TOT~q,v!5$12@V11~q!1c11~q,v!#x~q,v!%2

2@V12~q!1c12~q,v!#2x2~q,v!. ~3!
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In this expression,c11(q,v) denotes the LO-phonon med
ated intralayer electron-electron interaction~defined similar
to c12) and we have made use of the fact that both quan
wells have the same electron density. We relate our exp
sion for the effective interaction to make contact with t
previous work8,20 in the following. It is customary to
write «TOT(q,v)5«(q,v)2P(q,v), where «(q,v)5@1
2V11x(q,v)#22V12

2 x2(q,v) is the dielectric function for
the double-layer electron system, andP(q,v) is the correc-
tion due to the electron-phonon coupling, given by

P~q,v!52~12V11x!xc111x2~c12
2 12V12c122c11

2 !.
~4!

Such a decomposition in single-component systems yi
dynamically screened electron-electron interaction a
renormalized electron-phonon interaction.22,23 In an analo-
gous way, we can write20,22,24

W12~q,v!5
V12~q!

«~q,v!
1

c̃~q,v!

@«~q,v!#2
, ~5!

where

c̃12~q,v!5
«c121PV12

12P/«
. ~6!

In the calculation of the drag ratetD
21 , the square of the

effective interaction

uW12~q,v!u25
uV12~q!u2

u«~q,v!u2
1

2V12~q!

u«~q,v!u2
ReH c̃12

«~q,v!
J

1
uc̃12~q,v!u2

u«~q,v!u4
, ~7!

is to be used in Eq.~1!. The electron-phonon interactio
contribution to the drag rate is determined by the second
the third terms in Eq.~7!. Tso et al.8 neglected the rea
phonon-exchange~third term! in their study of electron-
acoustic phonon coupling and showed that the virtual p
non process~second term! can explain the observed low
temperature behavior oftD

21 in double-quantum-well
systems. Zhang and Takahashi20 argued that the real phonon
exchange contribution is equally important. In this work w
employ Eq. ~2! without making any other approximation
and calculatetD

21 for the coupled electron-phonon and u
coupled electron systems~without the electron-phonon inter
action!. We note that the terminology21 used here~and
henceforth! refers to coupling of the electron system
phonons. The uncoupled electron system, still has full C
lomb coupling within and between the layers. In bo
coupled and uncoupled cases we use the high-frequenc
electric constante` in the bare Coulomb interaction. Whe
phonon coupling is neglected and the static dielectric c
stant is employed, it is called thee0 approximation. The
Coulomb drag rate calculations to date7,9,10,12are performed
within the e0 approximation, which includes the lattice e
fects in the static dielectric constant.

The above expression for the drag rate@Eq. ~1!# is derived
either using the Boltzmann equation or the diagramm
perturbation theory9,11 and is believed to describe the re
m
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evant experimental situation quite accurately. It was emp
sized that the full temperature dependence of the dynam
susceptibility should be used to capture the plasmon con
bution at high temperatures. Furthermore, the validity of
above drag rate expression is based9,11 on the fact that the
intralayer scattering timet(k) due to impurities is more or
less independent ofk. Disorder scattering may be accounte
for by replacing in Eq.~1! the response function of 2D elec
tron gasx(q,v), with the susceptibility in the presence o
disorder for which one can use the Mermin prescription.25

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use the material parameters appropriate for a G
system for which the recent experiments3–5 on drag rate are
performed. The high-frequency and static dielectric consta
are given, respectively, bye`510.9, ande0512.9. The LO-
phonon energy which we take to be dispersionless
vLO536.8 meV. The phenomenological damping factor
taken in the rangeg'0.00120.1EF , and is found not to
change the results significantly.

We evaluate the Coulomb drag ratetD
21 using the effec-

tive interactionW12(q,v), obtained for a double-layer GaA
system. It contains the direct and electron-phonon media
electron-electron interactions on an equal footing. We ret
the full wave vector, frequency, and temperature depende
in «TOT(q,v). In the calculation of the drag ratetD

21 , we
need to integrate over the frequenciesv, and wave vectorq.
The frequency dependence of the integrand in Eq.~1! comes
from the imaginary parts of the dynamic susceptibiliti
Im@x(q,v)#, the thermal factor sinh2(v/2T), and the screen-
ing function «TOT(q,v) which appears in the denominato
After doing the frequency integral we expresstD

21 as

tD
21;E

0

`

dq q3F~q!, ~8!

after similar considerations by Jauho and Smith.7 To under-
stand how different screening functions influence the in
gral, we plot the integrandq3F(q) for two values of the
temperature. In Fig. 2, the solid and dashed lines use
dielectric functions appropriate for coupled electron-phon

FIG. 2. The integrand of Eq.~8! as a function ofq for a double-
layer electron system withd55aB* andr s51. The upper and lower
curves are atT50.5EF and 0.8EF , respectively. The solid and
dashed lines are for the coupled and uncoupled system, res
tively, whereas the dotted line is obtained within the static scre
ing approach~Coulomb interaction only atT50.8EF).
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7538 56K. GÜVEN AND B. TANATAR
@«TOT(q,v)# and uncoupled electron@«(q,v)# systems, re-
spectively, keeping the full frequency dependence. We
serve thatq3F(q) displays a peak aroundq'0.2kF , and its
peak value increases with increasing temperature. Theq in-
tegral is virtually cutoff at higher momenta because of
factore22qd contained in the functionF(q). When the static
screening is used for the electronic part, i.e.,«(q,v50), we
obtain a markedly different behavior as shown by the dot
lines in Fig. 2. For the purpose of this illustration, we ha
ignored the finite well-width effects, takingFi j (q)51, in the
bare intralayer and interlayer Coulomb interactions.

The scaled drag ratetD
21/T2 is shown in Fig. 3 for a

double-layer system withd55aB* and r s51. We have also
assumed here and henceforth the quantum-well thicknes
be L5100 Å. The results for the coupled and uncoupl
systems are denoted by solid and dashed lines, respecti
We observe that within the dynamically screened approa
the drag rate for the coupled and uncoupled systems is
similar at low temperatures. As the temperature increa
the effects of electron-phonon interaction becomes nota
tD

21 for the coupled electron-phonon system is lower th
that of uncoupled electron system. A similar reduction in
scattering rates has been obtained in various many-b
calculations22,23of the coupled electron-phonon systems. T
difference between the dashed and solid lines provides a
rect measure of the extent of phonon coupling. The do
line in Fig. 3 is the result for uncoupled system within thee0
approximation, where in the bare Coulomb interaction
high-frequency dielectric constante` is replaced bye0. Thus
compared to the previous calculations9,10,12our result for the
scaled drag ratetD

21/T2 has its maximum at a slightly lowe
temperature, with increased magnitude. In a recent meas
ment Hill et al.21 observed that the drag rate peaks at low
temperatures with a larger maximum than predicted by
RPA results. Our findings for the plasmon-LO-phonon m
diated drag are in qualitative agreement with the experim

The sudden increase intD
21/T2, aroundT;0.2EF , is due

to the thermal excitation of the collective modes in t
system.9,12 In a double-layer electron system, the zer
temperature optical and acoustic plasmon branches hav
long-wavelength behavior given as26,9

FIG. 3. The scaled drag ratetD
21EF /T2, as a function ofT, for

a double-layer system withd55aB* and r s51. The solid and
dashed lines are for the coupled electron-phonon and uncou
electron systems, respectively, whereas the dotted line is for
uncoupled system within thee0 approximation.
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op~q!5~qqTFkF

2/m* 2!1/2 and

vpl
ac~q!5

qkF

m*
11qTFd

~112qTFd!1/2
, ~9!

respectively, whereqTF52/aB* is the Thomas-Fermi screen
ing wave vector in 2D. They refer to the in- and out-of-pha
oscillations of the charges in parallel layers. The coup
plasmon-phonon modes can be obtained from the solutio
Re@«TOT„q,vpl(q)…#50, when the damping is small. W
show the plasmon dispersion relations of a coupled~solid
lines! and uncoupled~dotted lines! double-layer system a
T50, in Fig. 4. Electron-phonon coupling softens the colle
tive modes, reducing the plasmon energies, and they e
the single-particle excitation region at a finiteq value, be-
coming heavily damped. Thus the acoustic and optical p
mons are more easily excited in a coupled electron-pho
system, and the peak position oftD

21/T2, moves towards
lower temperatures. The uncoupled LO-phonon mode g
over to the TO-phonon mode for smallq, with energyvTO,
in the coupled plasmon-phonon system. Its energy rem
still quite large to participate in the drag rate.

It has been shown3,7,8 that for low temperatures
(T&0.2EF), when plasmon enhancement is negligible, t
drag rate behaves astD

21;d24. This is mainly due to the
cutoff in the interlayer Coulomb interaction and sta
screening effects are operative at small frequenc9

(v!qvF , wherevF is the Fermi velocity!. In the plasmon
dominated regime Flensberg and Hu9 found that tD

21 ap-
proximately hasd23 dependence. In Fig. 5, we sho
tD

21d4/T2 for different layer separations, for the couple
electron-phonon and uncoupled electron systems. At lowT,
both the coupled and uncoupled drag rates coincide, refl
ing the d24 scaling. However, at high temperatures, in t
region where collective modes become important, the siz
the peak increases with increasingd, which indicates a
slower falloff thand24. A more systematic study reveals th
the peak position for the coupled system moves slightly
lower temperatures as the separation distance is increas

It is generally believed that the RPA becomes less relia
for electron densities such thatr s.1 ~low density!, and even
so for low-dimensional systems. In fact, for double-lay

ed
he

FIG. 4. The plasmon dispersion curves in a double-quantu
well system atT50. The solid and dotted lines showvpl for the
coupled and uncoupled systems atr s51.5 and d55aB* . The
hatched region indicates the particle-hole continuum.
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electron-hole systems it was found necessary to go bey
the RPA to obtain reasonable agreement with the obse
drag rates.10 Here we incorporate the correlation effects in
approximate way using local-field corrections. A simplifie
attempt to go beyond the RPA is provided by the Hubb
approximation in which the Pauli hole around the electron
taken into account. Neglecting the interlayer correlations
including the intralayer exchange effects~i.e., Hubbard ap-
proximation! we take10,12

Gi j ~q!5
1

2

q

Aq21kF
2

d i j , ~10!

so that the bare Coulomb interactions are replaced
Vi j (q)→Vi j (q)@12Gi j (q)# in the screening function
«(q,v). Note that within the Hubbard approximation to th
local-field factors,G1250. The interlayer local-field correc
tion should decrease with increasing separationd, thus our
simple approximation is justified. The calculations
Świerkowskiet al.12 show that theG12 affects the transresis
tivity in double-layer electron systems very little. The a
proximate approach of using the Hubbard local-field corr
tions gives noticeably different results than the RPA. In F
6~a!, we show the drag rate with~thick dashed line! and
without ~thin dashed line, RPA! the local-field corrections

FIG. 5. The scaled drag ratetD
21d4/T2 as a function of tempera

ture atr s51 for different well separationsd. The curves from bot-
tom to top indicated53aB* , 5aB* , and 7aB* , respectively. The solid
and dashed lines are for coupled electron-phonon and uncou
electron systems, respectively.

FIG. 6. ~a! The scaled drag ratetD
21EF /T2, as a function ofT,

for a double-layer system with~thick lines! and without~thin lines!
the local-field corrections. The solid and dashed curves are for
coupled electron-phonon and uncoupled electron systems, res
tively. ~b! The same as in~a!, except the finite well-width effects
are included in the local-field factors.
nd
ed

d
is
t

y

-
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The presence of correlation effects has a similar influence
the drag rate for the coupled electron-phonon system~shown
in Fig. 6 by the thick and thin solid lines!. In general, the
correlation effects increase the calculated drag rate.12 The
peak structure intD

21/T2 due to plasmon enhancement shi
slightly to lower temperatures. It would be interesting to d
velop more accurate local-field corrections taking their te
perature dependence into account.27 However, calculations27

of the local-field factor in 3D electron gas, show that t
temperature effects become appreciable only for wave v
tors q*kF . Since the region ofq integration in Eq.~1! is
limited by the factor exp(22qd), it is unlikely that the tem-
perature dependence ofGi j (q) in a double-quantum-wel
system will have a large effect on the calculated drag ra
The Hubbard approximation to the local-field factors giv
above, as most self-consistent calculations,28 does not take
the finite width effects into account. Since the effects of
nite layer thickness are not negligible in the drag rate
seems necessary to incorporate them also in the local-
factors. We do this within the present Hubbard approxim
tion to test the quantitative changes brought about by
finite well-width correctedGi j (q). In Fig. 6~b!, the finite
well-width effects are included in the Hubbard local-fie
factors, and we observe a slight decrease in the magnitud
the drag rate.

The dependence of the drag rate on electron density
rameterr s in each layer is shown in Fig. 7. As the density
decreased, the exchange-correlation effects become mor
preciable andtD

21 is enhanced. The plasmon peak shifts
higher temperatures indicating once again that collec
modes are responsible for the observed behavior. We
that the coupled plasmon-phonon mode effects start to d
ate from the uncoupled system results at a higher temp
ture for a lower-density system.

So far, most experiments2–5 measuring the Coulomb dra
rate in double-layer systems were carried out at low temp
tures (T!EF). To observe the plasmon effects suggested
Flensberg and Hu9 the region of high temperaturesT;EF
has to be probed. This has been achieved recently by
et al..21 Their transresistivity data indicate a shift towar
low temperatures and an enhancement in the magni
compared to the RPA,e0-approximation calculations. The

led

e
ec-

FIG. 7. The scaled drag ratetD
21/T2r s

2 as a function of tempera
ture at d55aB* for different layer densitiesr s . The curves from
right to left indicater s51 and r s52, respectively. The solid and
dashed lines are for coupled electron-phonon and uncoupled
tron systems, respectively.
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7540 56K. GÜVEN AND B. TANATAR
coupled plasmon-LO-phonon mode effects may partially
count for the observed discrepancy. Since the RPA is e
only for the high-density regime~i.e., r s!1), at the experi-
mentally attained densities ofr s;121.5, the correlation ef-
fects seem also to be important.12,21 More realistic calcula-
tions for direct comparison with experiments should ta
into account the improved local-field corrections12 both for
the intra and interlayer interactions, perhaps also includ
the temperature27 and well-width dependence ofGi j (q).

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have considered the Coulomb drag ef
in a double-quantum-well system. The electron-electron
electron-optical phonon interactions are treated on an e
footing with the RPA. The temperature dependence of
drag rate is significantly enhanced when a dynamica
pe

er
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screened effective interlayer interaction is used. This
hancement is due to the optical and acoustic plasmons in
double-quantum-well system. The coupling to phonons lo
ers their energy so that thermal excitation of the coup
modes become favorable at lower temperatures. The lo
field effects describing correlations beyond the simple R
seem to be important for low densities influencing the d
rate considerably.
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